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HOMOGENEOUS LIE ALGEBRAS

AND EXPANDING AUTOMORPHISMS

R. WARREN JOHNSON

ABSTRACT.   A condition is given which, if satisfied by the spectrum

of an automorphism of a Lie algebra, implies that the Lie algebra is homo-

geneous.   In particular, almost all Lie algebras admitting expanding auto-

morphisms are homogeneous.

1. Introduction.  The question of whether all nilpotent Lie algebras

admit expanding automorphisms (semisimple with all proper values of abso-

lute value greater than 1) was answered by J. L. Dyer [3] with an example of

a nilpotent Lie algebra which admits only unipotent automorphisms.   In the

same paper there is a theorem which states that all homogeneous Lie algebras

(see definitions below) admit expanding automorphisms.   In this note we will

show that the converse, although false, is "almost" true.   In fact, if a Lie

algebra admits a grading  automorphism it must be homogeneous.   This has an

interesting application to Anosov automorphisms and raises a problem about

them.   Suppose that V is a discrete uniform subgroup of the nilpotent Lie

group M and that a is an Anosov automorphism of M with respect to T (a re-

stricted to r is an automorphism of T, and the differential of a at the identity

has no proper values of absolute value 1 (see [2])).   If a. is grading, then M

admits expanding automorphisms.   There is a rational Lie group  Mq such

that I"1 C Mq C M (see [l]).   The unsolved question is: Do any of the expand-

ing automorphisms leave   M„   invariant?

Homogeneous Lie algebras have also arisen in a different context in

the work of G. Leger [6], where they are called quasi-cyclic nilpotent Lie

algebras.

2. Definitions and notation.  AH unexplained notation and terminology is

standard, as in [5] and [8].   All Lie algebras are defined over the reals, R,
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and,except for the free ones, are finite dimensional.   For S a subspace of a

Lie algebra let Sl be defined for i a positive integer by S    = S and S +    =

[S, S1].   If t/j is a linear transformation let  spec(t^) denote its spectrum, and

if K is a cS-invariant subspace let qS|k  denote the restriction of (ß to K.

Let  Q(X) denote the free Lie algebra on a set X.   We shall only be con-

cerned with the case  card(X)= r finite, and we then say  C(X)has rank r.

We recall some standard facts about C(X).   C(X) is an N-graded algebra with

zth homogeneous component  "(X). and has for a basis the image of a P.

Hall family on X, say  H. ., where H. . € C(X). and 1 < / < dim C(X).  (see

1.8J).   The   //. . may be described as ' nonassociative " monomials in X =
1.1

\X., X2, •. •, X Î.   We will need the fact that for  i > 1, X,   cannot appear

more than  i — 1   times in any ff.  ..
'     i,l

Let c3i(X)= G(X)/C(X)C+1   be the free nilpotent Lie algebra of class c

on X with rank = card(X).   In the induced grading, c5ß(X) is an N-graded al-

gebra with zth homogeneous component 5i(X)..   The images of  H¡j, which we

also denote by  H. ., form a basis of homogeneous elements.   If SEM is a nil-

potent Lie algebra of class c and (x,, x     • • • , x ) is a basis for a comple-

ment K to SB    in 3)1, then there is a unique projection n: c3l{X) —► SB with X =

ÍX     X  , • • •, X S and 77(X   ) = x, .   We will say ™ is homogeneous if ker 7r is

a homogeneous ideal in the graded structure on c3l{X).   This notion clearly

does not depend on the choice of either a complement or its basis in SB.

This definition is equivalent to that given in [3] and that of quasi-cyclic

nilpotent Lie algebra in [6],

We will also need the following multinomial notation:

e = (ej, e2,---, ek) £ Nk; |e| = e^ + e2 + • • • + ek;

A=(A1,A2,---,Afe)e(R*/;      a'^V-V-...^.

3. The condition.   Let cß be an automorphism of a Lie algebra SB.   Since

the group of automorphisms of SB is algebraic, the positive part of cß, \(ß\, is

also an automorphism [7J.   Let us call spec(|t/j|) the positive spectrum of cß.

Since   |c/5|   is semisimple, there is a |c/j|-invariant complement K to SB    in SB.

Let us call spec(|cS| |„) the restricted positive spectrum of cß.   If cß is an

automorphism of the Lie algebra SB whose positive spectrum does not contain

1, then SB is nilpotent (see [4]).

Let cß be an automorphism of the nilpotent Lie algebra SB, and let

\\., A  , • • •, A   ! be the restricted positive spectrum of cß.   We say that cß is

grading if e, f £ Nfe, 1 < |e|, |f| < c = class of SB, and Xe = Af implies |e| = |f'|.
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Theorem.   Let SOI  be a nilpotent Lie algebra.   SB z's homogeneous if and

only if SB admits a grading automorphism.

Proof.   That a homogeneous Lie algebra admits a grading automorphism

is proved in J. L. Dyer [3] and G. Leger [6] in somewhat different terms.

For the sake of completeness we prove it here.   Let -0Í be a homogeneous Lie

algebra of class c and n: ciR{X)—► SB  some appropriate projection«   Write ÎC

for c%l{X).   Let t/Jx, A ¡¿ 1, À > 0, be the automorphism of SU which is scalar

multiplication by A in ïij.   Since ker n is homogeneous and (ß^ is scalar

multiplication by A* in -a., ker ff is cS^-invariant and the induced automorphism

in SB has restricted positive spectrum ÍAS.   But then, since an automorphism

with restricted positive spectrum !Ai with A /=■ 1 is grading for any Lie alge-

bra, we are done.

Conversely, suppose SB admits a grading automorphism cß, where -0! is

nilpotent of class c„ Let K be a |cS|-invariant complement to SB in SB and

K =© ._. K      be the primary decomposition of K relative to \cß\ I „.    Choose

(x   , • • • , x     , x        .,•••,x     ,'"', x     ) tobe a basis of K compatible with
"l       "l+ n2 "k

this decomposition (i.e„, (x , i>"**> x    ) is a basis of   K     with n. = 0).
" i -1 x z

Let

Xm{Xt,»',X    ,x ..., X    ,---,x   S

and 77: cSft(X)—> SB be the projection which satisfies  Z7(X.) = x ..   We will

show that ker n is homogeneous when <ß is grading.

In fact, let  SB   = rj^SO!    be the primary decomposition of SB    relative to

IcSl I    ,.   Now for each proper value u there is an e e N    with 1 < lei < c such

that p = X  , since K generates SB.   Moreover, since cß is grading, |e | is unique,

and we can define   \p\ - |e|.   Then if {P   !  is the set of projections corre-

sponding to HK    =©SB   , \P  \  is partitioned by the sets  \Pj\tj, where

j = 2, • • •, c. Then \P ¡^ = ©| ¡J • ? J for /' = 2, • • •, c is a supplementary

set of orthogonal projections inducing, if SB.., is the image of P,-s, the de-

composition SB   =©C_2SB....

Since c and X are fixed, write Sft for C51(X). Because n{3i.)= K, in order

for ker n to be homogeneous it is sufficient to show that for all Y £ SQ , with

Y = Y2 + Y   + • ■ • + Y    its decomposition into homogeneous components,

that 7r(y) = 0 implies 77(Y .)= 0.   To this end let   V. = 2a . , H. , be the repre-
r i i id    id r

sentation of  Y. in terms of a P. Hall basis, H. ,, of 5c .
; i,l i
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e e

But, \(ß\{n{H. ,)) = A  1'17t{H. ,), where   |e .   I = /.   Now either A  hl =  v £

spec(|<A| |w2) and, hence, HH.A £ S»2 C »2y), or \*>l ¿ Spec{\(ß\ |ffl2) and

„(H P= 0 £ 9? Hence *<V.) 6 »L and since I2 =©Sa2y), ff(V)= 0 im-

plies  7r(y.)= 0.   We have finished the proof.

Corollary 1 (G. Leger [6]). A nilpotent Lie algebra SB is homogeneous

if and only if there exists a complement K to SB in SB such that the identity

map on K extends to a derivation of SB.

Corollary 2.  // a nilpotent Lie algebra admits an automorphism whose

restricted   positive   spectrum    ¡A,, • • • , À, Î    has   the   property   that

I log A., • • •, log A, ! is ^-independent, then it is homogeneous.

Proof. Such an automorphism is grading for any nilpotent Lie algebra.

4. Some examples. The 5-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra with basis

(x,, '• •, x   ) and relations

[xi,x2] = x3,        [spj,*3l-X4,        [Xj,x4]= [x2,x3] = x5,

is not homogeneous (for A /= 1, x    H» Ax   , x    h-> Ax    does not extend to an

automorphism), but does admit an expanding automorphism extending x,  l—>

Axj, x2 H> A2x2 for A > 1.

This example can be extended as follows: if for {Aj, • • •, A,i C K+) and

1 < |e| < |f| = c, Ae = A , then there exists a nilpotent Lie algebra of class c

and rank < k + 1 which is not homogeneous but does admit an automorphism

whose restricted positive spectrum is  ÍAj, • • •, A, I.
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